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In order to reach new users and to make others aware of all the good work that you 
are doing, it is worth spending some time thinking about your approach to marketing 
and communications and how you want to be seen by others.   
 
Publicity and marketing doesn’t have to be expensive and glossy – it is simply the 
ways in which you get your message heard and your name known which is important.  
Here are some things you might want to consider: 

 
Why? A simple communications or marketing strategy can help to raise 

awareness of what you do, build your reputation and trust (with service users, 
partners or funders), reach out to new communities and people, and increase 
familiarity of your services.   
 
The following acts as a guide of what to include in your marketing and 
communications strategy:  
 

Your target audience – Who are you trying to reach and why? Is there 

something that brings this audience together? You might have a primary 
audience (those that you focus on most directly) and then other beneficiaries, 
groups or partners that you might work with (those that are closely linked with 
your service or that you might affect indirectly). For instance, your service 
might focus on people with mental health issues as your primary audience but 
also work with GPs or hospitals as part of your service. 
 

The ‘product or offer’ – What are you marketing? In order to ‘sell’ 

your service, you need to be clear about what it is you are offering as an 
organisation and then to be able to communicate what this is to others in a 
simple, clear way. What’s more, you need to make sure that everyone within 
your group or organisation is giving the same message otherwise it can create 
confusion and mixed messages. What are the benefits and values of your 
service and what can it do for your target audience? 
 

Your strapline and elevator pitch – If you found yourself in an 

elevator with an important funder and had one minute to promote your 
organisation and explain what you do, what would you say?  Does your 
organisation have a strapline, ie a simple one-line sentence to explain what 
you do, which you can repeat universally again and again in order to get the 
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message across to who-ever crosses your path? 

 
A clear message – Think about all the different ways that the 

public might find their way to your organisation. Is there a consistent 
message through your marketing materials and do you have 
someone to overlook the process so that each of these channels 
work with each other, rather than on their own? The clearer you are 
about who you are and what you do, the easier it will be to 
communicate that message. If you don’t know why anyone would 
want to volunteer for you, it will be difficult for anyone to see the 
value and see why they would want to get involved as well.   
 

Vision and mission – Is your vision and mission easy to 

follow and does it clearly describe everything that you are trying to 
achieve in a simple way? Even if it makes sense to you, does it 
make sense to the average Joe Bloggs on the street? 
 

Your logo – Your logo should be a visual representation of your 

organisation – something that people will see and instantly 
recognise. Think about the style and what you want from it. If your 
organisation’s name is made up of an acronym, you may want to 
focus on the name itself and include a description of the acronym in 
full. For instance, the ‘GMVSS’ logo includes the description ‘Greater 
Manchester Voluntary Sector Support’. If your organisation focuses 
on a particular theme, such as children or bees, you may want to 
include a simple image of that theme. Your logo will help to build 
your brand recognition, reputation and the trust that others have in 
you as an organisation, so try to avoid any drastic or constant ‘re-
branding exercises’. It is more important to create something that 
you have thought about and are happy with as an organisation to 
begin with, and to use other ways to adapt and change with the 
times. Kellogg’s and Cadbury’s for instance, have kept the same 
logo for decades, because it is what people recognise. 
 

Marketing materials – Marketing materials are a good way 

to spread the word about what you do and to reach new audiences.  
They should be developed as a set of materials that work together, 
rather than having different designs for each poster, leaflet and 
newsletter. The reason for this is so that people can recognise your 
brand and your name and to avoid confusion.   
 
Think carefully about what you are producing and why – do you 
need to print out a different leaflet for each service, or can you 

Key Words 
 
Brand – A name, term, 
design, symbol or any 
other feature that 
identifies your goods or 
services as distinct from 
others 
 
Communications 
strategy – A document 
that outlines your 
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communication and how 
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services or products 
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one-minute ‘sell’ to 
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and describe what you do 
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Marketing materials – 
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things that publicise what 
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you do in a clear and 
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design one generic leaflet to give a flavour of all your work? Ensure that your leaflets or 
posters have your address, phone and fax numbers, email and website addresses and if 
possible a map of how to find your premises. Make it as easy as possible for users to contact 
you. Think about places in your community to display posters, distribute newsletters etc. 
Publicity material should be targeted for your specific audience. In your strategy, you may want 
to use this section as a guide or to explain what your particular approach is to producing 
marketing materials and list what you will produce. 
 

Your brand – How have you used your logo and marketing materials to build your 

brand? Have you created a consistent message and is your logo used in the same way on all 
your publicity? Remember that everything you do will aid and build your reputation if it is 
done well and if others are clear about what you do and how you do it. 

 
Your services – You can build your reputation through your service. A reliable, 

professional and efficient service can go a long way and build trust in others. If you have 
planned and promised a parent and toddler group every Wednesday at 11am, make sure you 
deliver.  It is better to under-promise and over-deliver, than to promise many things and then 
let people down, for whatever reason. Your service includes everything from answering the 
telephone to delivering an outcome, so be specific about answering the telephone between 
certain hours, answering letters within a given number of days, checking and replying to 
emails on a regular basis, etc. All this will go a long way to giving your organisation a reliable 
image. 

 
Putting it into practice – The final thing you might want to think about is some 

general principles and aims on how to use your communications and marketing in the right 
way. In other words, how can you use your publicity materials, logo and communications to 
present the image that you want? Here is where you could have some specific guidelines on 
what to do and what not to do. For instance, do you need to put your logo and any funder on 
all letters, presentations and publicity? Do you have a set of templates that can be used? Are 
you using simple language and minimising the use of jargon and acronyms wherever 
possible in order to increase understanding? Is the name of your organisation being used 
consistently (particularly if you have a long name or an acronym)? 
 
 
 
 

 

Further support and links: 
 

• For design and print work that is responsive, reliable, and locally based (in Trafford),  
contact Indigo: www.indigo-litho.co.uk 

• For any further information, guidance and support, please visit www.gmvss.net 

For any further information, guidance and support, please contact  
Bolton CVS on: 01204 546010 or e-mail: admin@boltoncvs.org.uk 

 


